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Synopsis
The Sternes Cave was discovered and explored to below -400m by the Groupe Speleologique d’Orsay (GSO)
between 1989 and 1992 (the survey ended some meters before the end of the cave). The cave was
subsequently ‘lost’ until it was rediscovered in 2005 by cavers of SELAS Caving Club who repeated the
exploration and resurveyed the cave over the course of four expeditions in the years 2009-2012. The
expeditions focused on the main route of the cave, which ended in a narrow section with a strong air current
some tens of meters below the end of the survey of 1992. The potential of the cave is well recognized, as it
has its entrance at 2095m altitude, well above the 1550m altitude of Gourgouthakas (-1208m) and the 1650m
altitude of the entrance of the Lion (-1,110m), Greece’s two deepest caves, which lie a few km to the north.
The Lefka Ori massif is also home to Pralina (-617m) and Colosuss (-553m). In 2017, after supporting and
playing a part in the continuing exploration of the Lion, led by SELAS Caving Club (2013-2015), the cavers of
the Speleological Club of Crete (SPOK) took up the mantle of expedition organizer and organized the first
international expedition to Sternes in five years. The expedition ran over two ten-day periods in June and in
July and succeeded in enlarging the passage at -428m to allow cavers to pass the narrow section and continue
exploration. The expedition left the cave 32m deeper (-458m) and 60m longer at the close of the season.
This year’s expedition was organized again by SPOK and gathered more than fifty cavers from more than
eight countries working together on the common goal of further pushing the lead in Sternes cave while
following up on leads and unexplored caves within easy reach of the basecamp. The countries represented
were Greece, Romania, the UK, France and Spain, with individual cavers from Hungary, Switzerland, Russia
and Australia. The expedition received support from the FSE through its EuroSpeleo Projects initiative and
material support from the FSE’s sponsors: Kordas, Aventura Verticale and Scurion.
The members of the expedition this year furthered the exploration of the cave to -585m and surveyed the
new passages, investigated a lead with a bolt climb to a window at -340m and made access to the deeper
sections of the cave easier and safer through désobstruction work at -240m and -430m. Sternes is now the
seventh deepest cave of Greece. Given that the exploration has not finished, the cave is within easy striking
distance of the top four of Greece.
We also revisited two caves discovered in 2010 by the French Catamaran expedition and two a little distant
from the camp discovered by a British team in previous years. In one cave, 10-501, exploration is considered
complete, while in the others, 10-513, 17RB10 and Shaft 7, exploration could conceivably be continued by
future expeditions. In addition, many entrances marked in previous years were investigated. A number of
insects were recorded and samples were taken from within Sternes and Shaft 7 for biospeleological research.
The expedition was supported by:

The expedition used gear of the following brands, made available
through sponsorship:

European Federation of Speleology
(Eurospeleo Projects initiative)
The expedition was also assisted by the in-kind contributions of:

Municipality of Sfakia
(transport)

Halkiadakis Supermarket
(food and consumables)
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Participants
In total there were 56 full members of the main expedition (listed below) who stayed more than one
overnight and contributed to the camp financially. Among the expedition members, beyond the Greek cavers,
there were 5 from the UK, 4 from France, 5 from Romania, 3 from Spain and one each from Hungary,
Switzerland, Australia and Russia who responded to our call for participation. In sum, a total of 317 overnights
were made at Sternes basecamp for 2018 (not including visitors1).
The manpower of the expedition by day and by nation is shown in the table overleaf.
Fifteen cavers stayed the full duration of the camp (10 overnights). Together with the weekend support, on
average each caver spent six overnights on the expedition.
Such a large number of cavers onsite exceeded the figures of last year’s expeditions (combined) and all
previous expeditions organised by SELAS and / or SPOK. The high winds on the final two nights served as a
new reminder of how exposed the location is and caused some of the team to sleep at Anopolis on the final
night. On the evening of 14 to 15 July, the winds destroyed much of the ‘infrastructure’ created for the
kitchen area.

Arrival at Souda – 5 July

1

Cavers who visited the camp and stayed one night or less or had no caving action are not included in the total. These
include Vasilis Papavasileiou Sr. and Mihalis Polychronakis with Vintsenzo (second year at camp).
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Arrival at Anopolis on the first day, the team from Athens and abroad

On-site photo on 10 July
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Participants by country – Sternes 2018
Arrival at
basecamp

Nr

Surname and country

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Nikos Paspaliaris (GR)
Vasilis Papavasileiou (GR)
Methodios Psomas (GR)
Ioannis Soultatos (GR)
Lefteris Zervoudakis (GR)
Lefteris Tzelepis (GR)
Margarita Kanellidou (GR)
Alexandros Margiolis (GR)
Panos Georgopoulos (GR)
Evgenia Kouzmina (RU)
Theofile Cailhol (FR)
Robi Mezei (RO)
Boti Fabian (RO)
Áron Balla (RO)
Attila Ilyés (RO)
Kövecsi Szabolcs Attila (RO)
Jim Stevenson (UK)
Dave Ramsey (UK)
Roy Button (UK)
Richard Bendall (UK)
Keith Chatterton (AU)
Dezsi Csaba (HU)
Marc Siegenthaler (CH)
George Lilis (GR)
Iraklis Kalogeropoulos (GR)
Mihalis Dalianis (GR)
Vaggelis Moschopidakis (GR)
Ifigenia Papamatthioudaki (GR)
Toula Georgiadi (GR)
Christina Zervou (GR)
Yiannis Apostolakis (GR)
Alain Soubiraine (FR)
Alexandre LeFevre (FR)
Helene Beau (FR)
Yiannis Andrianakis (GR)
Panais Papadakos (GR)
Markos Digenis (GR)
Michalis Tsopelas GR)
Yiota Kafetzi (GR)
Colin Boothroyd (UK)
Stelios Zacharias (GR)
Kallia Miliara (GR)
Ioanna Miheli (GR)
Sotiria Perou (GR)
Maria Kelaidi (GR)
Chryssa Lepera (ES)
Ikaro Lepera (ES)
Ajileas Lepera (ES)
Dimitris Asimidis (GR)
Philippa Dean (GR)
Nondas Giouzelis (GR)
G-A Kavvadias (GR)
Chryssa Mavrokosta (GR)
Yiannis Haritakis (GR)
Roula Fytouraki (GR)
George Arampatzis (GR)

Departure
from
basecamp

4-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

4-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

6-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

9-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

9-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

11-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

6-Jul-18

8-Jul-18

6-Jul-18

8-Jul-18

6-Jul-18

8-Jul-18

6-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

7-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

7-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

7-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

7-Jul-18

11-Jul-18

7-Jul-18

11-Jul-18

7-Jul-18

11-Jul-18

7-Jul-18

11-Jul-18

9-Jul-18

12-Jul-18

7-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

7-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

7-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

7-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

7-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

13-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

13-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

13-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

13-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

13-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

13-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

13-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

12-Jul-18

10-Jul-18

12-Jul-18

12-Jul-18

14-Jul-18

12-Jul-18

15-Jul-18

5

6

7

8

9

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Multiple visits
Multiple visits
Multiple visits

1
1
1

1

1

28

29

43

10

11

12

13

14

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
27

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1

37

32

31

1

Multiple visits
Total people at Basecamp

RO UK FR ES GR

4

2

34

34

1
1

1
24

Other
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Financial breakdown
The financial breakdown of the expedition is listed below. Transportation costs for the members are not
included but are estimated to exceed the amount of 3,000 Euro if we count pre-expeditions the travel of the
Athenian cavers to Crete or from Heraklion to Chania and the traveling for the foreign cavers. The costs
(where known or possible to estimate) of items provided in-kind by sponsors have been included on both
sides of the table (both as incoming and outgoing) so as to acknowledge the sponsorship and to have an
estimate of the costs for future expeditions. Caving equipment offered / owned by the members of the
expedition and the caving team of the EOS mountaineering club has not been calculated in terms of financial
value (this includes survey equipment, car batteries, drills, etc.). This equipment returned to the clubs or the
individuals who made it available. The decision to source foodstuffs locally can be seen to have had a very
positive impact on the expedition finances – resulting in much reduced cost of food per person day, when
compared to previous similar expeditions of this scope on this mountain.

Sternes 2018 accounts
In
Nr

Participants

1
2
3
4
5

Participants
Donations
From SPOK Club reserve
Sponsorship (Municipal authority)
Sponsorship (Cooking gas)

Total

Amount

Nr

Item

cost

2,846
123
806
680
80

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8

Food
Camp consumables
Vehicles, petrol, transfer of matériel
Expedition materials (new purchases)
Expedition materials (repairs)
Generator service / repairs
Drill battery packs
Transfers (Municipality sponsorship)
Cooking gas (sponsorship)

1,411
276
723
757
158
152
298
680
80

4,535

Received €
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Governance and Objectives
Coordinating committee:

Chryssa Mavrokosta, Yiannis Sourlantzis, Ioannis Soultatos, Panais
Papadakos, Michail Tsopelas, Stelios Zaharias, Efsaia Vardoulaki, Alexander
Margiolis and Panos Georgopoulos – all working under the supervision of the
SPOK governing bureau.

Fundamental objectives:
Α) Safety – Emphasis on prevention and avoidance of any accident during the expedition (explorations
matter less: we do not allow any compromise on safety at all times)
Β) Respect – Respect of the caves that we explore and the environment (no rubbish – no alterations) and
respect for each other!
Objectives:
The objectives of the expedition included the following:
 Continuation of exploration of Sternes cave, survey of new passages found, recording of the
exploration effort
 Further enlargement of meanders at -240m and -428m
 Rigging and, if possible further exploration of Trypa tis Lagkonias and Vomvospilia (both nearby caves
with large entrances and more than -100m depth). The mild winter will make both suitable for further
exploration as it is expected that the snow plug usually found will be reduced.
 Repeat visits to a number of caves found within easy walking distance of camp, which were explored
in previous years and recorded as having continuation, but which were not totally explored due to
time or material constraints.
 Repeat visits to explore cave entrances that were marked by GPS in previous years, in the area around
basecamp.
 Prospection / recording of new cave entrances in specific areas close to basecamp not explored in
previous years.
 Recording of cave life forms and collection of samples in collaboration with the Hellenic Institute for
Speleological Research (https://www.inspee.gr/)
All the above objectives will be pursued with respect for the safety of all cavers involved and respect for the
physical environment of the mountain and the caves themselves, in line with the codes of ethics binding
cavers.

Safety
The rescue equipment held by EOS Hanion on behalf of the Cave Rescue Team of the Hellenic
Federation of Speleology were brought to Anopolis and made available for the purposes of
supporting the expedition, as in previous years.
For the safety and security of the expedition the following rules and recommendation were
communicated to the members in advance:

IMPERATIVE RULES
1. Any team of cavers has to declare to the secretariat its planned time of departure, objective, and
planned hour of return, and must come back to declare its exit.
2. In case of an unfavorable weather report, we might be obliged to forbid the descents to the
cave.
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Every movement to or from the caves should be notified to the expedition secretariat from the day
before in order to be scheduled.
The time you will spend in the cave should be defined without fail from before and notified to the
secretariat. After exiting the cave the secretariat should be informed no matter what the time is.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO BE FOLLOWED













Enter the cave only if you are in very good health, and experienced in the techniques of alpine caving.
Every caver must bring with him a rescue blanket, food, lighting, and means of heating in adequate
quantity. Remember that the cave is cold (6 degrees Celsius) and wet.
Moving in the cave will be done in groups of 3 or 2 people minimum, in particular when ropes are in
use.
In every group, some cavers must be able to help a member who may be in trouble on a rope.
The moving rhythm of a team, should be the rhythm of the slowest.
If you meet a team in trouble, it is essential to give assistance, even if it opposes your own objective.
As a matter of courtesy, priority on ropes is given to those who go up (returning from lower parts of
the cave).
Collect and take with you ALL your waste, and do not write on the walls of the cave.
Indicate any defective equipment when you return: it will be quickly replaced.
The area used as a campsite should be maintained clean, should not be altered and should be
respected by all members.
Be aware that electricity is limited.
Mobile (cellular network) signal is available at a distance of 30 minutes from the campsite.

DISCLAIMER: Everyone visiting caves during the Sternes 2018 expedition is expected to behave in ways that
are safe for him and for all other participants. It is also expected not to damage the caves or the land. The
organisers of the expedition may ask participants to exit a cave, to leave the expedition or not to enter a
cave, if they are acting in a way that threatens their safety or the safety of others or might damage the cave.
Caving endeavours carry risks and dangers that may lead to fatal accidents. By participating in the Sternes
2018 expedition you acknowledge these risks and you take responsibility for your own safety. Although the
organizers have taken measures to ensure the safety of the team during Sternes 2018 they cannot be hold
accountable for your actions or choices during the expedition.
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Camp diary
The camp was preceded in late May by a preparatory expedition (25-28 May) which sought to rig the cave as
deep as possible before the main expedition so that the days of the main expedition could be given over fully
to the objectives of the expedition. Four cavers from Heraklion (SPOK) and two from Athens overcame the
adverse weather conditions (fog and drizzle made it difficult to move between the camp and the cave) to rig
the cave almost to the bottom over the three days, setting up the expedition nicely.

Scenes from the preparatory expedition in May
Below, tents in the fog, right the ice in the kitchen area
already smaller than it had been in mid-summer 2017
(photos Mihail)

The camp was due to start on 5 July, and on 4 July the first cavers arrived at basecamp, while others were
sailing from the Piraeus and others still were arriving by plane from abroad.
Two diaries were kept on-site by the camp secretariat – the first is a movement schedule recording each
team which left the camp, the time of departure from camp, objectives and expected return date and time
to allow the camp secretariat to keep track of all members and raise the alarm if cavers did not return within
their specified time. The second was a narrative diary recording day by day movements, achievements, menu
and any remarkable news.

The camp diary of
movements was kept in
step with the movements.
The full text diary was
written up one or two
days after the actions
described in it.
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The text which follows is a summary of the text of the narrative diary kept on-site by the camp secretariat.
The results of the work in Sternes and the surface survey work is presented after the diary.

Day 0 – 4 July 2018 - Wednesday
Actions: Setting up of tents only

Day 1 – 5 July 2018 - Thursday
Actions:

Nikos (Paspa) and Vasilis descend to -240m to widen the meander and facilitate movement. The
rock was fragmented and loose, making the task easy. The remaining team arrived after being
met at Souda harbour by the bus provided by the Municaipality of Sfakia (for those coming from
Athens) and a very hearty snack at the Orfanoudakis Bakery in Anopolis. Camp was set up,
including kitchen and all communal areas.

Day 2 – 6 July 2018 - Friday
Actions:

The first full day of work for the expedition saw six different groups making actions during the
day:
a) Alexandros, Robi, Attila to -460m to push the narrow passage at the end
b) Csaba, Boti, Ioannis, Chryssa, Paspa, Vasilis for surface prospection
c) Yiannis Haritakis visit to -230m
d) Aron and Szabi to -240m for meander work
e) Mark,Theophile and Keith to -240m for laying phone line
f) Panos and Methodios to -430m for meander work

Supper was prepared by Ioannis and was well received – pasta with minced meat.

Day 3 – 7 July 2018 - Saturday
Actions:

Ten teams acted on the mountain:
a) Marc, Theophile and Dave to -430m
b) Methodios, Paspa, Billy, Panos and Evgenia for surface survey
c) Chryssa, Ioannis and George A to -230m
d) Alexandros and Áron to -460m
e) Boti and Robi to -240m
f) Keith and Richard to 420m for the phone
g) Csaba, Atilla and Szabi to nearby caves
h) Iraklis, Mihail, Markos, Yiannis and Apostolis for acclimatisation
i) Colin surface survey towards Anopolis
j) Alain, Alexandre and Helene for surface survey to the west of Sternes peak towards
Rousies

Supper on Saturday was the traditional Cretan dish of Gamopilafo – a speciality of Cretan Weddings. All first
line cooks were occupied in the cave, so it was prepared by reservists, who did an admirable job, but the dish
required a slightly more experienced hand on the rudder. The vegetarians had noodles.
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Day 4 – 8 July 2018 - Sunday
Actions:

Eight teams acted on the mountain:
a) Robi, Atti, Boti to -430m
b) Mihalis, Iraklis and Yiannis to Lagonia
c) Team FR to Lagonia
d) Paspa, Billy and Team GB to 17RB10
e) Mihail and Methodios to -460m
f) Panos, Markos and Panais to -430m
g) Yiota and Iphigenia for acclimatisation
h) Ioannis and Giorgos to Trocharis

Supper on Sunday consisted of “Revithoryzo” – a dish mainly composed of rice and chick-peas. It went down
well, despite its possibly eclectic nature.

Day 5 – 9 July 2018 - Monday
Actions:

Eight teams acted on the mountain:
a) Alexandros, Evgenia, Ioannis to -460m
b) Paspa, Billy, Methodios and Yiota to 10-501
c) Team FR for surface survey
d) Marc and Theophile for surface survey
e) Team GB for surface survey
f) Panos, Mihail, Yiannis and Keith to Lagonia
g) Panais, Markos and Ioannis to Lagonia
h) Panos, Mihail and Áron to Pachnes

Supper on Monday was another Cretan specialty – Hohlii – or snails, prepared in tomato sauce.

Day 6 – 10 July 2018 - Tuesday
Actions:

Eight teams acted on the mountain:
a) Team RO (Boti, Robi, Atti and Áron) to -460m
b) Theo, Keith and Marc to 10-513
c) Team FR with Ioannis and Colin to -230m
d) Methodios, Panos and Mihail to 10-501
e) Dave and Richard to Shaft 7
f) Roy surface survey to Mesa Soros
g) Panais, Markos and the SPOK girls to -230m
h) Chryssa, Chryssi, Maria, Ikaros and Ajileas to a nearby unchecked pit

Now that Ioannis had left the responsibility of supper moved onto other shoulders. Chryssa prepared a Hania
style omelette with courgettes and salad.

Salad preparation – generally all kitchen tasks –
were shared by all
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The 10 July was a particularly unlucky day: on this day three different incidents necessitated a visit to the
medical centre of Sfakia. Csaba went for an eye infection which required antibiotics, the dust and the wind
can be tricky on the mountain, Ioannis went to look into a hammer-injury to the hand and Methodios went
to have stitches put in place (accident and injury is described under the text for 10-501).

Day 7 – 11 July 2018 - Wednesday
Actions:

Eight teams acted on the mountain:
a) Kallia, Ioanna to -140m (Stelios less)
b) Dave and Richard to Shaft 7
c) Alexandros, Mihail, Panais, Marc to -530m
d) Colin, Chryssa, Yiota to -400m window
e) Chryssi and Maria to -240m
f) Yiannis, Dimitris and Philippa to -140m
g) Panos and Markos, de-rig Lagonia
h) Evgenia for walking

Supper was Greek-style lentils. The lack of animal-based protein in the dish did not dampen the spirits or
make the celebrations of the previous day’s breakthrough any less animated. The Raki at camp may have
helped in this.

Day 8 – 12 July 2018 - Thursday
Actions:

Four teams acted on the mountain:
a) Jim and Roy to the valley north of Trocharis
b) Team RO to survey and de-rig Sternes
c) Colin, Dave, Keith, Panos, Markos to Shaft 7
d) Szabi to the “French cave”

Supper was Chicken in red sauce with pasta.

Day 9 – 13 July 2018 - Friday
Actions:

Four teams acted on the mountain:
a) Colin, Dave, Markos to de-rig from -460m
b) Alexandros and Mihail to de-rig from -430m
c) Panos and Panais to de-rig from -300m
d) Keith and Marc to continue exploration and de-rig 10-513

Supper was an egg-based dish with
tomato and various vegetables.
Preparing the more than forty eggs took
quite a while.
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Day 10 – 14 July 2018 - Saturday
Sternes was de-rigged by 1415 and the camp began to be struck and prepared for the return.
Supper was pasta with red sauce.

Food facilities and provisions
The change in team responsible for the food of the expedition allowed new ideas and methods to be
pioneered, while keeping the lessons from previous years: about calorific intake, about ratio of protein to
carbs to fats, about the difficulties in cooking beans at altitude or the difficulty of barbecue at altitude, etc.
The sponsorship arranged with the Zoumboulakis Brothers helped secure a more effective gas mix (propane)
for the cooking stove than last year’s.
In terms of day to day menu, a lot of emphasis was placed on locally sourced products, while the proximity
to civilization and frequency of visitors from the Anopolis road meant that the menu could be enriched with
more fresh produce and more meat products – both of which would normally have been limited by their
shelf-life in a non-refrigerated environment.
The menu – to which we almost completely adhered is reproduced overleaf.
In terms of lessons learned concerning the kitchen, the most significant is the importance of having a
dedicated cook who will be present and responsible for the kitchen or delegate responsibility to others who
will have the knowledge and experience to prepare meals for upwards of thirty of forty cavers with less than
ideal equipment facilities. Other than that, a little more animal protein at breakfast (in the form of salami or
sausage) would have made many of us happier, not only Team RO.

Kitchen instructions hanging at basecamp
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STERNES 2018 / ΣΤΕΡΝΕΣ 2018 MENU
Ημέρα /
Day

Άτομα
Persons

MENU

19

Μακαρόνια με κιμά & τυρί - Χωριάτικη
σαλάτα / Spaghetti Bolognaise - Greek
Salad

26

Φρέσκα φασολάκια με πατάτα &
κολοκυθάκι - Φέτα - Χωριάτικη σαλάτα /
Fresh Beans with tomato, potatoes &
zucchini - Feta cheese - Greek Salad

7/7/2018
Σαββάτο
/Saturday

35

Ζυγούρι με γαμοπίλαφο - Χωριάτικη
σαλάτα / Boiled Young ram with cretan
"wedding" rice - Greek Salad

8/7/2018
Κυριακή /
Sunday

37

Ρεβυθόρυζο - Πράσινη σαλάτα /
Chickpeas with rice - Green salad

5/7/2018
Πέμπτη /
Thusday
6/7/2018
Παρασκευή
/ Friday

9/ 7/2018
Δευτέρα /
Monday

35

Πληγούρι με (ή χωρίς) χοχλιούς &
λαχανικά (μελιτζάνα, κολοκύθι, πιπεριές,
κρεμμύδι, σκόρδο, ντομάτα) - Χωριάτικη
σαλάτα / Grinded wheat with snails (or
not) & fresh vegetables (aubergine,
zucchini, pepper, onion, garlic, tomato) /
Feta cheese - Greek Salad
Βίδες με τόνο, ντομάτα, πιπεριές,
σκόρδο, κρεμμύδι & βασιλικό Αγγουροντομάτα / Fussili with tuna,
tomato, peppers, garlic, onion, basil,
Greek Salad

Άτομα
Persons

Χορτοφάγοι
Vegetarian

Υλικά / Ingredients

3

Μακαρόνια με
πέστο / Spaghetti
al pesto

2,5 kg κιμάς (Χ125γρ.), 3 kg
μακαρόνια (Χ120gr.), 2,5 kg
ντομάτες, 1,5 κρεμμύδια, σκόρδο,
μαϊντανός, μπούκοβο, 500 ml
λάδι, τυρί τριμμένο 4 Kg, σάλτσα
πέστο για 3 μερίδες, σαλατικά
6,5kg φρέσκα φασολάκια (Χ250
gr.), 26 κολοκύθια, 2 Kg πατάτες,
2,5kg ντομάτες, 1 Kg κρεμμύδια, 1
σκόρδο, μαϊντανός, αλατοπίπερο,
700 gr λάδι, 1 kg φέτα (Χ50 gr.),
σαλάτα

3

Νούντλς γλυκόξινα
με πιπεριές /
Noodles sweetsour
with peppers

8 kg ζυγούρι, 4kg ρύζι (Χ110gr.), 8
λεμόνια, νούντλς 3 μερίδες,
πιπεριές,
κρεμμύδια,
σως
γλυκόξινη

1,5 kg ρεβύθια (Χ40gr.), 1,5 Kg
κρεμμύδια, 1,2kg ρύζι (Χ35gr.),
900 gr. Λάδι, σαλάτα

2 kg σαλιγκάρια, πληγούρι
(1,75kg(Χ50 gr), 5 μελιτζάνες, 10
κολοκύθια,
10
πιπεριές
τρίχρωμες,
6 κρεμμύδια, 1
σκόρδο, 2 kg ντομάτες, 800 ml
λάδι, 1kg φέτα (Χ50 gr.), σαλάτα

Πατατοσαλάτα
κρητική με αυγά,
ντομάτα &
κρεμμύδι

2kg τόνος (Χ65 γρ.), 10 πιπεριές
τρίχρωμες, 6 κρεμμύδια, 1
σκόρδο, 2 kg ντομάτες, βασιλικός,
800 ml λάδι, 3,5kg βίδες (Χ110gr.),
αυγά,
πατάτες,
ντομάτα,
κρεμμύδι

10/7/2018
Τρίτη /
Thusday

29

11/7/2018
Τετάρτη /
Wesday

29

Παραδοσιακός ξινόχοντρος με λαχανικά Χωριάτικη σαλάτα / Traditional sour
wheat soup with vegetables - Greek Salad

2 Kg ξινόχοντρος, 700 ml λάδι, 5
κρεμμύδια, 2kg ντομάτες ή
πουμαρό, 1kg καρότα, 1kg
μανιτάρια, 1kg κολοκύθια

12/7/2018
Πέμπτη /
Thusday

30

Φακές σούπα - Χωριάτικη σαλάτα / Lentil
soup with vegetables - Greek Salad

2 kg φακές (Χ70 γρ.), 4 κ.σ. πελτέ
ή πουμαρό, 500 ml λάδι, 5
κρεμμύδια, 1/2 σκόρδο, δάφνη,
0,5kg καρότο, σέλινο , ξίδι

13/7/2018
Παρασκευή
/ Friday

21

Κοτόπουλο κοκκινιστό με κριθαράκι Χωριάτικη σαλάτα / Chicken with orzo
pasta & tomato - Greek Salad

14/7/2018
Σάββατο /
Saturday

23

Κρητική χανιώτικη ομελέτα - Χωριάτικη
σαλάτα / Cretan Omelet Chania style Greek Salad

15/7/2018
Κυριακή /
Sunday

23

ταβέρνα / taverna

2

2

Νούντλς με πιπεριές
/ Noodles with
peppers

6kg κοτόπουλο, πουμαρό, 600 ml
λάδι, 6 κρεμμύδια, 2kg κριθαράκι,
1 kg ανθότυρο τριμμένο

40 αυγά, 1kg ντομάτες, 3 kg
πατάτες
βραστές,
2kg
κολοκυθάκια, 600 ml λάδι, 6
κρεμμύδια, δυόσμο, αλάτι, πιπέρι
……..

The planned-for number of meals did not always tally with the actual participants, meaning that meals were
shifted in the planning to make sure that ingredients available were enough for all cavers present.
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Sternes results
The work carried out on a day by day basis is as follows:

Day 1 – 5 July 2018 - Thursday
Work above -430m
Paspa and Billy went to -240m and began to widen the meander there.

Day 2 – 6 July 2018 - Friday
Work above -430m
Aron and Szabi worked at -240m to enlarge the meander there. It was enlarged very much at the external
side allowing much easier access to lower parts of the cave. Mark, Theophile and Keith went as far as -240m
to lay the phone line. The line was rigged from the entrance to -240m with success – the phone works and
the line is nicely placed outside the main line of movement of the cavers.
Work at -430m
The meander at -430m was widened with charges by Panos and Methodios, to allow easier access to the pit
at -460m where the work of pushing leads would be taking place. Of the charges, one was not placed
efficiently, meaning that it had little positive effect. Lessons for the next days.
Work at -460m
The cave was rigged by Alex, Robi and Attila from -400m to -460m, the bottom of the final pit found last year
in the June expedition and descended in July. An attempt was made to find the direction of the airflow at the
bottom of the pit, which has a circular plan with a narrower pit of 4m continuing from its centre (point A,
below). The water disappears into cracks at the bottom of this pit, although an earlier stream went left (B)
around the 3m high column of bedrock (C). This stream reaches the wall of the main pit, opposite the passage
which leads into it, around the back of the bedrock column and a diagonal crack ascends / descends the back
wall of the pit (behind the helmet of Ioannis in the image below). In two spots, this crack widens out,
indicating perhaps the location of older fossil meanders, while the bottom of the diagonal crack is wet and
narrow. A technical climb was considered to reach these fossil meanders to check whether they would be
wide enough to be interesting. It was decided to make an attempt to push these meanders in the next days.

C
B

A
The scene at -460m, the deepest that last year’s expedition reached (Vidcap: Zenia)
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Day 3 – 7 July 2018 - Saturday
Work above -430m
The meander at -240m can now be considered to be passable by a stretcher if needed, thanks to the work of
Boti and Robi. Chryssa, Ioannis and George A. then re-rigged this part of the cave as the old anchors had been
lost in the widening. This team also replaced the 11.5mm rope at -230m as this was causing difficulties in
movement. Rigging improvements were made up to the Hippocampus pit at -135m. The phone line was
rigged down to -420m by Keith and Richard.
Work at -430m
At -430m the old bivouac site from 2012 was turned into a kitchen area. The area leading from here to the
continuation was further widened by Panos, Markos and Panais who did a lot of work by hand (hammer and
chisel) as the drill batteries dies after 6 charges placed.
Work at -460m
Alexandros and Aron descended to -460m. Alexandros approached the lowest of the two fossil meanders
with a pendulum and the team made désobstruction works of about 1-2m horizontally before it was seen
that the gallery sloped downwards and narrowed. Any stones / blocks shifted during désobstruction just fell
into the narrow section choking it. Time had passed and they exited.

Day 4 – 8 July 2018 - Sunday
Work above -430m
No work was necessary above -430m and the cave was open for visits by the less experienced cavers or those
wishing to acclimatise themselves, who visited every day until the closing of the expedition.
Work at -430m
Two teams worked at -430m – by hand, again being let down by the life of the expedition batteries. One
team – Panos, Markos, Panais – continued widening the passage (there is about 60m of ‘horizontal’ extent
between -430m and the top of the pit which ends at -460m). At the same time, Robi, Atti and Boti made
“engineering works” using material created by the désobstruction, to ‘straighten’ the approach to the P.18
which leads to -460m.
Work at -460m
Mihail and Methodios were tasked with continuing the exploration at -460m. Reaching the scene of the
previous day’s work again by pendulum, Methodios bolt-climbed / free climbed about 4m above Alexandros’
fossil gallery, to the upper of the two fossil galleries. This descended about 3m blind and was choked with
mud at the end.
At the end of Day 4 – the only way left forward out of the P.18 at -460m would be through the lowest fossil
gallery, where it met the floor.

Day 5 – 9 July 2018 - Monday
Work at -460m
Alexandros and Ioannis commenced the widening of the fossil gallery at the floor of the P.18 at -460m. They
made progress of about 2.8m before returning. There is no wind at this point and the prospects did not seem
optimistic. A decision was made at camp that night, that the next day, the Romanian team would make one
last try before we declared the exploration at this point to be complete.
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Ioannis supporting Alexandros, digging where the fossil meander leaves meets the floor of the P.18 pit (Vidcap: Zenia)

Day 6 – 10 July 2018 - Tuesday
Work at -460m
The four Romanians descended to -460m determined to continue the cave, or at least reach deeper than the
team the day before. Aron was continuing his streak from last year where every time he entered the cave he
would return having beaten his own personal depth record. Breaking continued straight until a small pit,
from which there was more meander, another pit of about 25m more meander, a small pit, more meander,
opening onto a large pit with elliptical plan and dimensions of about 25m by 12m and a depth estimated at
about -40m. The breakthrough had come. The pit was estimated to take the cave down to about -530m and
the size of the pit made it one of the largest encountered so far in the cave. The pit was not descended due
to a lack to rope and power in the drills.

The cave continued straight from -460m

The top of the P.25 (vidcaps from Team RO)
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At the bottom of the P.25, Robi prepares to take
off his harness to let him go lower
(vidcaps from Team RO)

While descending with the French group to -230m, Colin continued to -430m and reported that at
about -340m he had noticed that the airflow into the cave changes at about the point where there is a
window coming off the main shaft (marked with a question mark on the survey of 2010/2011).

Day 7 – 11 July 2018 - Wednesday
Work below -460m
Alexandros and Marc descended with Mihail and Panais to the top of the P.42. The first two rigged the pitch
and continued the exploration while the other two widened the meander to make access to the P.42 easier.
The bottom of the P.42 is shaped like a peanut, with the long axis about 25m, the narrow part at about 12m
and a waist of 5-6m. The rope brings you towards the right lobe, where with the detritus cone to the left, in
the right hand furthest edge of the pit a narrow meander continues. In the left lobe, on the other side of the
detritus cone two chocked meanders lead off from the floor of the pit. These would be dangerous to try to
unblock because the base of the detritus cone rests too close. Following the meander from the right lobe,
after about 15m a 20m pit descends to a chamber from which two pits continue but were not rigged by
Alexandros and Marc. It was possible to discern that the rock changes at the bottom of the P.20 and into
these new pits.
Colin’s window
Colin descended to -340 with Yiota and Chrysa as support, to make the bolt climb / bolt traverse to the
window he had noticed the day before. The window is marked as a question mark on the survey and the
change in airflow dynamic led us to believe that an easier way to lower depths may be found through here.
The traverse was mad and the triangular hole in the wall opposite continues. It narrows quickly (something
which increases the airflow at the specific spot), but there is a potential continuation here.
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Rough plan sketch of the traverse and continuation
at -340m, with section from survey of 2010/2011
(above)

Colin, in the eponymous window, after the bolt traverse / climb (Photo: Yiota)

Day 8 – 12 July 2018 - Thursday
Work below -460m
The four Romanians – Boti, Robi, Aron and Atti set off with the goals of surveying the new section and
returning the heavy tools back about -430m to make the task of derigging smoother – only two more days’
caving remained. They descended to -430m within 90 minutes and began working to widen the approach to
the lowest sections (between -430m and -460m and beyond). “It is not very comfortable, but far more
better”. When the Hilti ran out of power, they continued to the bottom to continue exploration, if possible
and to start the survey. They descended both pits, but without a drill, any widening made was done by hand
and narrow horizontal sections were worked with the hammer. The airflow which reaches the P.20 is there
at the top of the pit and gets lost – there is no airflow in the two pits which begin from the bottom of the pit.
Flies were observed at this point (see biospeleological notes), something remarkable on account of the depth.
Water enters the pit from the side, and continues in a narrow passage which widens and loses any airflow
that was detectable in the narrow section. Of the two pits, the rock was very fragmented and soft – in places
like plasticine when hit by the hammer. Beyond, it was observed that the rock becomes similar to the
plattenkalk which is believed to underlie all the Lefka Ori and which has been observed in the deep caves to
the north. Leads continue to exist here, with echoes which indicate that passages exist which could be
reached.
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Day 9 – 13 July 2018 - Friday
The cave was derigged by three teams working in a very coordinated way, as per the plan (Dave and Colin;
Alexandros and Mihail; Panos and Panais).
The survey data were processed and indicate that the cave is moving west now. From the end of last year’s
survey, another -120m depth was added to the cave.

Sternes: Discussion, lessons learned and prospects
The cave itself
The cave was explored to -585m – the depth reached in the deeper of the two narrow meanders leaving the
final P.20. This is an increase in depth of -127m since the 2017 season, -157m since the last expedition in
2012. This places the cave in 7th position for Greece, behind: Gourgouthakas (-1208m), The Lion (-1110m),
Tafkoura (-860m), Peleta (-620m), Pralina (-617m) and the Trypa tou Orniou (-586m).
Of these, the first two are found a few km to the north in the same mountainous massif, Takoura is to the
west, on Crete’s Mount Ida (Psiloritis) and Pralina is a few km to the East on the White Mountains. Peleta and
Trypa tou Orniou are on mainland Greece, in Ipiros and the Peloponnese.
Since -428m the cave has been moving towards the West, although the verticality of the cave (at 0.60 – 585m
height difference for 830m of survey shots) will not let this westward movement seem large when viewed
on the satellite image.

Entrance

The news that we have finally reached the Plattenkalk, the
geological strata which form the deepest limestone layers of
the White Mountains can only be seen as a positive
development. It is in this rock that the two deepest caves of
Greece passed from the vertical to more horizontal
development, so we are hoping for some more open and
easier to cross passages.
In terms of survey, the survey figures recorded were added
to the 2017 data from -428m to -460m. This section is
unfortunately missing LRUD data, being the result of a
rushed effort of the last day. This years figures are complete,
and it remains to stitch everything together once the section
from -428m to -460m can be drawn.
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3D plot of survey data from Therion’s Loch programme.
Point A is the old bivouac site (now kitchen) at -428m. Point B
shows the meander revealed after last year’s mission and C is
the pit which leads to -460m. D and E are the P. 25 and P.42
discovered on Day 6, descended on Day 7. F is the the final
P.20 which ends in the large peanut shaped chamber before
the final twin pits.

A
B

C

The position of the new section and how it has increased the
depth of the cave by close to 30% can be seen in the full 3D
plot, below:

D

E

F

In the plot on the right, the white lines indicate the points where exploration
had stopped in 2012 (-428m) and in 2017 (-460m).

2012, 2017

The ongoing and upcoming work
The main constraint on work being done during this year’s
expedition (and to a certain extent last year’s expedition too)
was power for the drills. There were either not enough
batteries for the available drills, or the batteries were not
holding enough charge for more than one team to make many
holes. This delayed the désob work but also rigging work, once
the désob was done.
The problem was compounded once more by difficulties in running the generator for the purposes of
charging the batteries. More than once it was necessary to hook them up to one of the cars in order to be
charged, with the engine running. Not a very ecologically sound solution, but a necessary one given the
circumstances. It will be important for future expeditions to take this factor seriously into account.
The work in the meanders is slow and tiring, and even when the passage has been enlarged enough, it is
often difficult to cross, even with the harness removed.
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Work at approx. -460m. It is
tiring and still leaves very
narrow passages.

The more metres of “narrow” that is placed between the cave entrance and the work in progress to push a
lead, the more dangerous the expedition becomes. The danger coming both because of the physical exertion
needed to move to and from the workface, but also the difficulty with which an accident could be addressed
behind even a few metres of “narrow”. Already, this year, we have had two and three teams working on the
exploration, one on the exploratory workface and two helping to widen passages in between. The further we
go, the more acute the difficulties will become and the more important it will be to ensure that access to the
deepest parts of the cave can be made easily and safely.

About prospects
The depth of -585m is very likely to be surpassed by next year’s expedition. The feeling is that if the cave is
to go, it will go in the 2019 season. The chances of finding either a collector or a continuation of the larger
pits that have characterised the sections found this year are considered high. While the airflow and water
flow do not always seem to lead the same way, they have so far served as reliable guides. There is a worry
that the cave may end in a boulder choke or rubble choke like ColoSuss (-553m, also on the white mountains)
but there are still untried alternative routes (such as Colin’s window, for example) which could be used to
bypass such an eventuality.

Surface survey
Surface survey and follow-up of surface survey work of previous years were amongst the main goals of the
expedition, described under the objectives in the following bullets:
 Repeat visits to a number of caves found within easy walking distance of camp, which were explored
in previous years and recorded as having continuation, but which were not totally explored due to
time or material constraints.
 Repeat visits to explore cave entrances that were marked by GPS in previous years, in the area around
basecamp.
 Prospection / recording of new cave entrances in specific areas close to basecamp not explored in
previous years.
The three categories of surface work were organised following detailed desk research of previous reports
dating back to 2005 in order to identify caves potentially having continuation that were not finished in
previous years and by previous expeditions; to identify entrances which would have potential for
continuation but were not rigged in previous years and to identify areas around camp which did not have
waypoints from previous years either due to lack of prospection or lack of entrances.
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The goals set were as follows:
Repeat visits for continuation:
The four caves were selected on the basis of the report for 2010 of the Catamaran Exhibition and the personal
communication of expedition members from the UK. All the caves had potential to go much deeper if
exploration could continue.
Repeat visits for rigging:
The caves were selected on the basis of various reports (see table) as being entrances which were either not
descended, descended but having a blockage, either requiring better weather (snow plug) or digging (boulder
chokes) to be continued.
New prospection:
Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, so a number of areas easily accessible from camp which had
no recorded waypoints and no indication that prospection had indeed been carried out there in the past
were selected to be searched.
The waypoints of the targets under category 1 and 2 were made available either through expedition GPS
units or transfer of waypoints to members’ GPS units from the secretariat computer. The instructions below
were given to all prospection teams and returning teams would give their data and descriptions to the
secretariat:
1.

2.

3.

With a GPS device, any interesting entrance not
already recorded should be saved with a four
digit serial number beginning 18-X-nnnn, where
X is the identifier of the GPS being used.
A note should be made either on the GPS or on
paper about the feature, whether it was
explored, surveyed, just a stone dropped, etc.
If you pass old points without such details
recorded, please make a note of the existing
serial number, and insert any new information.
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In the first days of the expedition some of the waypoints distributed for specific prospection tasks did not
correspond with caves in the field, resulting in lost time walking in the sun without results. It is not 100%
clear what the exact cause of the confusion was, although it is thought that relying on software to make the
conversion of waypoint details to / from WGS 84 and ΕΓΣΑ (the Hellenic grid) via older ED50 maps without
checking the output carefully may have introduced the errors. Steps should be taken to avoid confusion in
this way in future.
Unique
identifier

Lat degs N

Long degs E

Altitude
(m)

Year
reported

Shaft 7

35°16'53.62"N

24° 1'19.96"E

2040

2012

17RB10

35°15'58.96"N

24° 4'23.01"E

1889

2017

18-100

35°17'36.59"N

24° 3'41.09"E

2068

2018

18-101

35°18'23.71"N

24° 3'39.50"E

2059

2018

18-102

35°17'38.08"N

24° 3'44.84"E

2031

2018

18-103

35°18'22.51"N

24° 3'38.93"E

2047

2018

18-104
18-105
18-106
GSO20
GSO14
10-557
10-558

35°17'33.43"N

24° 3'41.72"E

35°17'56.52"N

24° 3'54.40"E

35°17'38.82"N

24° 3'45.56"E

35°17'56.15"N

24° 3'56.95"E

35°17'56.94"N

24° 4'0.26"E

35°18'23.36"N

24° 3'31.81"E

35°18'23.43"N

24° 3'31.21"E

2021
2115
2037
2089
2083
2089
2101

2018
2018
2018
GSO expé
GSO expé
2010
2010

006

35°17'36.56"N

24° 3'56.77"E

1967

2010

17-002

35°17'29.65"N

24° 3'12.37"E

2001

2017

Trypa tis
Lagonias

35°17'21.52"N

24° 3'52.42"E

1869

-

18RB01
18RB02

35°16'10.38"N

24° 4'16.46"E

35°16'11.93"N

24° 4'14.59"E

1941
1946

2018
2018

10-501

35°18'24.95"N

24° 3'3.18"E

2100

2010

10-513

35°18'24.14"N

24° 3'8.26"E

2089

2010

Priority / Description
(new discoveries marked with *)
Top priority for re-visit and continuation of exploration
in 2018 – see text below.
Priority for re-visit and continuation of exploration in
2018, continues to have interest for future exploration
– see text below.
*Descends 10m and ends (originally recorded as
“STR1”)
*Goes deeper than 10m, but with fragmented rock
*Narrow shaft, descending about 11m. It was visited on
7 July with a follow up the next day.
*A shaft of 10m, plenty of scree, with airflow. Visited on
7 and 8 July. After some digging it was found not to go.
* A shaft of more than 10m
* Unknown (originally recorded as “wpt137”)
* Unknown (originally recorded as “New3” on 8 July)
Entrance rediscovered and recorded on 7 July
Entrance rediscovered and recorded on 7 July
Snow plug in 2010: still impassable
Snow plug in 2010: still impassable
Revisited on 8 July, but not explored – still requires a
proper visit. Original record, Catamaran 2010 report.
Less than 10m depth.
Snow plug was still blocking access to deeper sections
of the cave, but likely smaller than 2010. No one who
descended at the last visit (in 2010) was present to
comment for sure.
Choked at -10m (rebelay)
Chocked at -10m straight down
Question mark air current at end of 2010 expedition
needed review. The question mark was checked on 10
July, it is not a lead, the cave does not continue.
Question mark at narrow point for désobstruction
checked on 10 and 13 July. The continuation, if there
would be difficult and time consuming – this cave
should not be a priority.

In the table above, the coordinate degrees are given on the WGS 1984 datum

Day 2 – 6 July 2018 - Friday
Surface prospection was carried out by Csaba, Boti,
Ioannis, Chryssa, Paspa and Vasilis to the east and
north of the peak of Sternes. Six new waypoints were
added to the list (18-100 to 18-105), while 10-557
and 10-558 were visited to check whether the snow
plugs might have become smaller / passable due to
the mild winter. They were not. GSO20 and GSO14
were also identified and recorded close to 18-105.
GSO14, rediscoverd (photo: Paspa)
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The five new waypoints, with the four older points identified / visited on day 2

Surface survey, day 2 [photo: Billy]
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Day 3 – 7 July 2018 - Saturday
Four teams set out for surface survey work on Saturday. The Cretan team with Evgenia, the Romanian team
to a nearby cave, Colin, solo, and the French team to the west of Sternes peak towards Rousies.
The Romanian team: Csaba, Atilla and Szabi visited
three entrances. “New 3” has been recorded in the
table as 18-106. The cave has some airflow but is
otherwise not interesting. The other two are known
from the Catamaran expedition of 2010. “New 2” is 007
(already explored previously when recorded by
Catamaran) and “New 1” is 006 from the same
expedition’s report and was marked as needing a new
visit. They also made a visit to Boti’s cave from the day
before, 18-103. After some digging it was decided that
this cave would not go.
The Greek team revisited 18-102 which only gave an
11m pit, and then visited some entrances near the
camp which had not been explored in 2017, while
continuing the survey in this part of the mountain.
Meanwhile, the French team confirmed that the lack of
waypoints to the west of Sternes peak in the white rock
is because there is a corresponding lack of entrances.
Day 3 – Paspa rigs 17-002, close to camp (photo: Billy)

Day 4 – 8 July 2018 - Sunday
Mihalis, Iraklis and Yiannis went to rig Lagonia, which was also visited by the French team later in the day.
Paspa, Billy, Dave, Richard, Roy, Jim and Colin visited 17RB10.
The Lagonias Tafkos / Trypa tis Lagonias
was rigged in a number of different ways as
it was impossible to find a solution which
would minimise the risk of falling stones,
after the risk of the rope rubbing on the
walls had been minimised. The cave
remains beautiful to visit, the snow plug
was reported as being smaller than other
years, but it still blocked movement to
lower parts of the cave.

Panais at the entrance of Lagonia, photo by Markos
(from Monday’s visit)

After an initial pitch of about 50m, a steep edge of snow is reached, which leads onwards with another 40m
pitch where a chamber with ice on the ceiling and snow on the floor. From here, two paths lead on, one of
which to a large chamber full of ice. Lagonia was visited again on Monday by two teams, and was de-rigged
on Wednesday.
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At 17RB10, one of the caves discovered in 2017 by the UK Team. At the time it had been described as follows:
The entrance shaft is quite small and is approx. 17m deep, free climbable with a rope. This lands in a large
descending passage (2m x 2m) which is followed down over blocks to a short pitch under the blocks into a
tight rift which was blocked by a large boulder. Stones dropped rattled down for 3 - 4 seconds before falling
for a further second. Strong draft out. The large
boulder needed désobstruction, so the one hour
walk out to the cave was made. Nikos rigged with
flair and imagination and the large boulder that had
been blocking the way was soon destroyed.
However, the continuation continues to be too
tight. Stones dropped indicate that there is a pitch
of 30-40 or even 70m (depending who you ask).
They rattle in the upper part, then fall free from
there. There continues to be a good draft out. While
Dave does not consider the cave a promising lead as
it is too tight for too long before the drop, it still has
potential and remains recorded as a possible future
point of interest.
Entrance to 17RB10 (photo Billy)

While 17RB10 was being re-examined, Colin and Richard found and recorded some new caves, marked
18RB01 and 18RB02. Both are choked within 10mof the entrance.

Day 5 – 9 July 2018 - Monday
Marc and Theo visited a number of locations which proved to have nothing – it is likely to be the result of
bad coordinate conversion which meant that they had been chasing nothing. Alexandre, Alain and Helene
and the UK team also made prospection without any tangible results.
Paspa, Billy, Methodios and Yiota went out to 10-501 – a P.30 with a snow plug and a window leading to a
beautiful P.110. At the base of this, there is a strong air current blowing out of the meander alittle above the
base of the pit. The survey is in the Catamaran report of 2010. The cave was rigged to -100m with many
difficulties as the 170m rope taken was not long enough to allow the cave to be rigged to the bottom.
On Tuesday, Methodios, Panos and Mihail returned to 10-501 to complete the exploration. The window from
which the air current recorded in 2010 was coming could not be reached from the bottom of the pit and a
traverse was rigged across to the window from the pit. The air current could not be felt as a steady
phenomenon and the meander is too narrow to give a continuation. Towards the end of the trip, an unknown
problem caused Methodios to fall at least 4-5m. It is not clear whether an anchor failed or human error was
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to blame, but Methodios found himself falling with a large boulder of about 40x40x40cm which had become
dislodged from the fragmented wall. He received an injury to the knee and made a visit to the medical centre
for stitches and referral to an orthopaedic specialist in Chania. The injury did not prevent a return to Heraklion
that night by car (although it certainly looked like it ought to have done so).

Day 6 – 10 July 2018 - Tuesday
Apart from the return to 10-501, Tuesday saw Theo, Keith and Marc set off to start rigging 10-513 and to see
whether the 10m climb from 2010 could be repeated with more time available to widen the passage there.
The cave descends to -55m with a series of pits and slopes, and after a horizontal section, rises again to a
window about 10m above the floor. The window had been reached by a bolt climb in 2010, but it was not
possible to continue due to the narrowness of the passage. On Tuesday Theo, Marc and Keith reached where
Catamaran had stopped in 2010 without too much trouble. Once there, after some désobstruction work,
both powered and manually, Marc passed the narrow point to a large pit further on from the meander. The
pit is entered from a window, with the bottom at 30m below. At the bottom, a narrow meander continues
but was too narrow to be passed. It was necessary for this to be broken also for it to be passed with safety
(it was just passable without a harness). On Friday 13 July, Marc returned with Keith to make the
désobstruction in the meander at the foot of the new P.30.
Reaching this point on Friday, a descent was made a further 5m on rope from the base of the pit, and into a
very narrow meander which cannot be passed. The airflow has also been lost – it had been with the cavers
from the entrance, but it was no longer possible to feel it at the bottom of the new P.30. Marc searched for
a window opposite the entrance to the pit, but could not see one. There may be a window with continuation
higher than the window from which they had entered, but this was not visible. The pit could be bolt-climbed
to look for continuation, but in general the prospects are not ideal.
Dave and Richard set off to start taking equipment to Shaft 7, about 2 hours away to the west. Shaft 7 was
explored and recorded in 2009. It is in a valley towards Omalos where the UK team had been working in the
past. It descends to -93m over seven pitches fairly rapidly, and then narrows so as to be impassable. The aim
was to see whether the passage could be widened in order for the exploration to continue.
Finally, Chryssa and Maria with the Spanish team
investigated a nearby unchecked pit and recorded findings.

Day 7 – 11 July 2018 - Wednesday
On Wednesday, Dave and Richard rigged Shaft 7 to the end
of the previous exploration – the cave is ready for the next
steps.
On the same day, Panos and Markos de-rigged Lagonia.

Day 8 – 12 July 2018 - Thursday
Szabi returned to the “French cave” again on Thursday, but
was thwarted by the drill’s low charge retention capacity. The
curse of the one battery, one hole hit and it was only possible
to work by hand. Work was done, but the cave still needs the
entrance to be widened considerably to allow cavers to enter. The initial pitch gives a depth of 17-18m if the narrow
section could be widened.
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At Shaft 7, all who went out to the cave (Colin,
Dave, Keith, Markos and Panos) entered it
apart from Colin. The continuation was
investigated and the team failed to persuade
it to reveal itself – it may be necessary next
year to be more persuasive. The airflow on
Thursday was recorded as outwards, whereas
the day before it had been inwards. The cave
was derigged at the end of the day, and a rope
protector from 2009 was found in the blind pit
(the survey is reproduced at left).
Jim and Roy walked in the valley, north of
Trocharis. They found “two things to return to,
one not”. The “not” is a shaft of 5m. The
interesting finds are a shaft next to a
horizontal cave. The shaft was free climbed by
Richard on the Friday, and was 11-12m deep,
blocked without a draft. The cave next to the
shaft has some interest. It has a triangular
entrance leading to a 2m crawl and a 3m climb
down. After 4m and another climbdown, a
chamber 6x4m wide opens up on a rubble
slope. The whole cave trends on an E-W axis.
To the west, it goes about 8m to a 3m pit in
the floor, from which a small chamber with a
6m aven opens up. From here, another 4m
down leads into another chamber, where a
small window between boulders leads to
another small chamber and 4m downclimb.
The cave was sucking air into it. There is also a chimney leading up from the original entrance chamber. The
cave would be a “fun” exercise in cave survey for next years rookie SPOK cavers.

Panos prepares to enter Shaft 7 (photo: Markos)
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Discussion, lessons learned and prospects
The surface survey task this year was more ambitious than any in at least the last 5-6 years, and there is much
room for improvement in both the pre-expedition organisation and the collection and processing of data
during and after the expedition. The key points for improvement are described below:
While the written instructions prepared for the surface groups (and reproduced above) were clear, it is likely
that they did not reach the cavers tasked with conducting the surface survey. While Paspa was on duty in the
first days, he left the expedition early, passing on a USB stick with collected waypoints to Stelios. It is not
clear whether there were other cavers present for longer who could have taken on the role of coordinator
for the surface survey. In future, the written instructions will need to be made available to all and will need
to be adhered to. In addition, the database of existing waypoints will need to be made available to all, to
avoid situations where teams mark or even investigate leads that are known to be uninteresting. The
collection of data back from the teams was also not ideal and still some of the waypoints are yet to be
matched and evaluated. It is hoped that better coordination next year and more than one caver on-site who
can handle the data will help to ease difficulties and allow more work to be done in this field.
All data will also be standardised before next year into the same format, on the same map datum. It is
believed that problems in conversion from ED50 to WGS84 caused many of the “cave not found” comments
from returning prospectors.
For next year, there are a large number of the potentially interesting waypoints still to be examined. The
early organisation of existing data and the preparation of GPS units with the waypoints pre-loaded will help.
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Sponsors and sponsorship
We were very fortunate this year to have received in-kind support from a number of sources, not least the
sponsors of the FSE (European Speleological Federation) which has supported this expedition through its
EuroSpeleo Projects initiative.

Kordas - FSE sponsor
Kordas provided a spool of rope, ready washed and therefore ready to
use. This was particularly useful as it would not have been possible to
have washed it (it arrived after the first day of the expedition due to
confused courier companies).

Aventura Verticale – FSE Sponsor
AV provided equipment for the cave in the form of tackle sacks, etc. It is the third
time AV products have been granted to expeditions on the white mountain and
we are very happy to continue this collaboration.

Scurion – FSE Sponsor
Scurion provided the expedition with a headlamp.

Sfakia Municipality
Sfakia Municipality provided transport for the expedition to and from the harbour of Souda,
right up to basecamp. The support meant that fewer cars were brought to the mountain
(something positive for our carbon footprint) and that money was saved in transporting
equipment to the expedition basecamp.

Halkiadakis
The Halkiadakis supermarkets have helped with the provision of foods and other
consumables to white mountain expeditions since 2013, perhaps earlier. It is always a
pleasure to continue this collaboration.

Zoumboulakis Brothers
The Zoumboulakis Brothers have also been helping our expeditions for a great number of
years, with the provision of cooking gas. We look forward to many more years
collaboration.
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Biospeleological and other biological notes
As is known, Greece is not very well surveyed in terms of fauna, with high endemism and biodiversity boosting
the numbers of species presented to scientists and citizen scientists alike. New species of invertebrates are
recorded every year, while it would seem that new species of cave-dwelling invertebrates are discovered
almost every time a researcher cares to take samples.
In 2017, amongst the orthopteran fauna of the campsite, Stelios spotted a crevice-cricket of the genus
Gryllomorpha (Fieber, 1853), the first recorded in this part of Crete. The sample collected was possibly subadult, so one goal was the capture of an adult. Central Crete is host to a sub-species of Gryllomorpha
dalmatina (Ocskay, 1832) – a very diverse taxon which is undergoing review at the moment, so the new
samples would be right on time.
Markos managed to capture one at camp, and it will be studied in due course.
In addition to the orthoptera, Markos collected a number of diptera from inside Sternes, likely belonging to
the species Limonia nubeculosa which is commonly met in caves all over Greece. The remarkable thing is that
this was spotted also at -580m in Sternes by Team RO, making it the second deepest observation of cave
fauna in Greece. Markos also recorded some small white lichen inside the cave at various depths.
At Shaft 7, Markos observed spiders, living in the twilight zone of the cave.

Limonia nubeculosa from inside the cave (photo: Markos)
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